
 
 

Teacher Guide for ASK  
November/December 2012: Animals Sound Off  

 
This guide was prepared by Betty Lou Askin, a retired educator who lives in Toronto, Ontario. 
 
Objectives: 

 To learn how birds and insects create sound. 
 To understand how humans need to minimize the noise they make in and around the 

ocean. 
 To appreciate how various sounds are used to communicate. 

 
Pre-reading: 

 Let the students suggest what they think might be included in this issue of ASK based on 
the title. 

 Ask them what they think is happening on the cover. 
 View the Contents page and discuss the illustrations and the article titles. 

 
Scoops 
 
The Amazing Shrinking Leaves 

 What has happened to the leaves of the hopbush? 
 What do scientists think might be a cause of this change? 
 Why might this change be beneficial? 

 
Pacific Playmates 

 Describe the playmates. 
 Explain why this activity is interesting. 

 
News about Shrews 

 Describe how a shrew dives into the water. 
 Why does the shrew need to be fast in its dive for food? 
 Why is the shrew called a “silver bullet”? 

 
Making a Big Stink 

 What is the diet for a sauropod? 
 What was needed to help digest their food?  
 Explain why a sauropod would create a big stink. 

 
Ask the students to look for more science “scoops” while they read media or watch television 
news/shows.  Create a bulletin board to post their findings. 
 
Nestor’s Dock 
 

 Why do birds chirp? 
 Why is Phil making a funny face? 
 Why do crickets chirp? 
 Why is the squirrel making a chitter sound? 

 
Big Sounds 
 
Vocabulary: strummer, file, tymbal 



 
Reading for information: 

 Describe how crickets make sound. 
 How does a tymbal create sound? 
 Explain a problem that a cricket may have while making a sound. 
 How do crickets avoid this problem? 
 What does short-circuiting mean? 
 What helps to cheat short-circuiting? 
 How does the two-spotted tree cricket avoid short-circuiting? 
 Explain how an insect makes louder sounds. 
 Describe how male mole crickets make loud mating noises. 
 Explain how the greengrocer cicada is the loudest insect. 
 Why do insects try to make each sound count? 
 What information are female insects listening to hear? 
 What is a soundscape? 

What Is Sound? Page 8 
 Describe how sound is created. 
 How does your ear help you hear sound? 
 What creates a variety of sound? 

 
Why Do Birds Sing? 
 
Vocabulary: passerines, countersinging, syrinx, bronchi, repertoire 
 
Questions to use with a discussion: 

 What are passerines?  Name some of them. 
 Tell what types of bird songs are suited to different environments. 
 Give 4 reasons why the portable sound recorder was especially important for the study 

of bird songs. 
 What is the difference between bird songs and bird calls? 
 Why do male birds use song? 
 What does a bird look for when building a nest? 
 What is countersinging among birds? 
 Describe one of the tests that the scientists conducted. 
 Explain how baby birds learn their songs. 
 What is a syrinx? 
 Describe a bird’s syrinx. 
 Explain what female birds are looking for in a mate. 
 Writing Assignment: 

Choose 5 things that you have learned from this article.  Using your own words develop 
a paragraph to explain this information. 

 
 
The Noisy Ocean 
 
Reading for understanding: 

 Why is the ocean so noisy? 
 Why do container ships create noise in the ocean? 
 Explain how dolphins and whales use sonar. 
 Why is sonar used by submarines dangerous to fish? 
 Describe how scientists are trying to minimize ocean noise created by humans. 
 Creative Work:: 



1. Ask the students to create posters that will make the public aware of the 
negative influence of human noise in the oceans. 

2. The students might develop a newscast or newspaper report announcing that 
we have a problem with noise in the oceans. 

 
 
Listening to Elephants 
 
Vocabulary: infrasound, spectrogram, seismic vibrations 
 
Use these as a focus for reading: 

 Describe what Payne’s tape recorder proved to her at the zoo. 
 Explain how Payne set up her testing equipment in Africa. 
 What did she learn by matching recordings with video? 
 Describe her test with mating female elephants. 
 Why do elephants use infrasound for distant calls? 
 Describe how elephants make sounds. 
 How do elephants hear ground vibrations? 
 Explain how listening to the elephants helps the elephants and humans. 
 Creative Work: 

1. The students might develop a newscast or newspaper report informing the public 
about Payne’s work with the elephants.  They could work in groups and share 
their presentation with their classmates. 

 
 
On the Frog Watch 
 
Discussion questions: 

 What is FrogWatch USA? 
 Describe what Kelsey does on her frog watch. 

 
Jimmy the Bug 
 

 Why are we aware of time passing during the day? 
 Why does time seem to go by quickly when we sleep? 

 
Marvin and Friends 
 

 Explain Marvin’s trick. 
 
Don’t forget to: 
 

 Go to www.birds.cornelledu/AllAboutBirds/BirdGuide 
 Become a FrogWatch volunteer at http://www.aza.org/frogwatch 
 Complete the contest on pages 30-32 and share your ideas with your classmates. 
 Find more tricks at www.askmagkids.com/tricks 

 
 

 
 
 


